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CLIENT MEMO: MULTI-CHANNEL ANALYSIS: CAPTURING FULL CUSTOMER VALUE 
 
Many catalog marketers already use DART to analyze and clarify catalog response data amidst a 
complicated array of market factors: varying book sizes, product mix, and seasonality.  But as 
catalogers become more familiar with the system and start to assimilate data from across multiple 
marketing channels, DART can be used to play an even more powerful role in maximizing overall 
promotion success.  Below is a case study of fictitious “Catalog X” multi-channel marketer.  See how 
the mailing conclusions change as integrated marketing data are considered in addition to just catalog 
mailing results, and how the full power of DART can be applied! 
 
Step  I: Using DART to Analyze Traditional Catalog  Mailing Response 
 
Catalog X loaded all historical response, revenue and cost data by individual campaign into DART. 
Initially, focusing on catalog results only, the planners’ set their goal to mail 500,000 catalogs for their 
next drop while maximizing contribution per order for the company.  The first step was to use DART’s 
Trend function to analyze performance of each list segment and predict the expected response and 
profit for that segment going forward. 
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In setting up the Trend Report, Catalog X planners identified the previous year’s catalogs to be used in 
the calculation.  In this case, Spring and Summer drops 2003 were used to predict Summer 2004.  
Furthermore, certain adjustments were made to increase the accuracy of the results: First, last years 
catalog results were weighted by importance at 40%, 30%, 20% and 10%, based on month mailed.  In 
addition to time weights, last year’s results were also factored by mail quantities. Lastly, DART’s 
factoring capability allowed planners to adjust up the actual catalog response of Summer 2003 by 10% 
to make up for product mix deficiencies last year that they do not expect to recur going forward.  
 
The results of the Trend Report were then used to estimate each list’s expected performance, and 
create a Portfolio of lists available to mail, including each list’s expected catalog response and 
contribution.  Catalog X planners then ran DART’s Plan Projection to select 500,000 names to mail 
based on their criteria of maximizing contribution per order.  Of the 43 lists available, 13 were chosen to 
meet this goal.  Demand for the mailing was projected to be $1,089,653 with a contribution of $2.55 per 
order or $28,222 total. 
 
 

 
 
 
While Catalog X was pleased with its initial mail plan, the data collection system at the company had 
recently been updated to include not only catalog response, but internet and retail results as well.  
While the data collection was not perfect, and certain estimations had to be used in allocating 
unallocated orders, the planners decided to see how DART could help improve the analysis.  
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Step II: Using DART to Analyze Multi-Channel Response   
 
Additional data, such as response and profit by channel, can be electronically uploaded to DART’s 
historical records at any time, and once input is automatically carried forward through all steps of the 
planning process. In this example, Catalog X uploaded internet orders, revenue and costs associated 
by key with the original catalogs mailed.  They then reran the Trend, created a new Portfolio of lists and 
used the Plan Projection to see which lists should be selected given this new information. 
 
As we can see by the revised mail plan below, taking into consideration the additional multi-channel 
results made a significant difference in both overall performance and individual list selection. In the 
second plan, two new lists were added, STYLES and GREEN, whose phone/mail response was low, 
but after including internet orders, easily made the cut.  Furthermore, overall contribution to the 
company from this plan is significantly higher given the same mailing volume.   Knowing the full, multi-
channel performance by list gives Catalog X a better overall picture of the marketplace and will result in 
a better mailing decisions and analysis. 
 
 

 
 
 
In the new mail plan, total orders increased from 11,076 to 13,571.  Contribution per order increased 
from $2.55 to $10.85 per order, and contribution increased from $28,222 to $147,253 for a $119,031 
increase in bottom line performance.  
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Step III:  Looking for New Customers 
 
While Catalog X was very pleased with the expected profitability of the new catalog projections, they 
also remembered that they need to attract a certain number of new customers each mailing to maintain 
their latest 12 month file.  While they had not been tracking new customers by list, they knew that 
roughly 10% of total orders represented new customers to the company.  How would the mail plan 
change if Catalog X wanted to realize a minimum of 15,000 orders, up from the 13,571 projected by 
solely optimizing contribution? 
 
Quickly and easily, Catalog X planners reran a plan in DART with a goal of 15,000 orders.  The results 
are shown below. 
 

   
 
 
In this final plan, the order goal is achieved by simply added two more lists, AIR SHOWS and VJ’S 
CASUALS.  Although circulation is increased by 70,433 catalogs, total contribution only decreases 
slightly by $3,674 or 2.5%.  Catalog X planners decide to go with this plan, believing it is the best way 
to combine both new customer and profit goals. 

 
 
 

 


